OPPORTUNITY
UNLIMITED

Growth
is the goal
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Opportunity Redefined
“To seize the next big growth
opportunity, financial institutions must
transcend the traditional boundaries
of banking and focus on and underserved
niche market segments.
Nymbus has assembled one of the
industry’s most creative teams to help
financial institutions reframe their options
for banking growth. From pre-built digital
banking business models to partnering
on a concept from scratch—Nymbus helps
remove the burden of brand building and
customer-acquisition strategy to quickly
attract and grow new niche segments.”
- Jeffery Kendall, Nymbus Chairman and CEO
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A History of Bank Growth
Financial Institutions Have Evolved
f rom a

BALANCE SHEET
to

RELATIONSHIP
BANKERS
to

TECH
COMPANIES
to

CONSUMER INSIGHT
ENTERPRISES
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GET CREATIVE
WITH YOUR CORE

Growth:
Run Nymbus core parallel to your
existing core and tech stack

Seamlessly integrate with other
fintechs and brands

Gather valuable data and insights

Fully supported open banking for
BaaS operability

Modular BaaS solution for new
revenue streams

Aggregate capabilities across the
banking ecosystem

Innovation:
Convert fully to a state-of-the-art platform
Flexible cloud-based solution for
expandability
Operate in a fully compliant ecosystem
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Collaboration:

Experience:
Offer cutting-edge products and services
Leverage data and insights to delight
customers
Use core to stand up niche digital banks
and reach new segments

Banking

as a Service
Offerings

Modernize
Existing Channels
How: Leverage your
existing platform
to provide services
Build a Modular
Tech Stack
How: Stand up
a parallel core that
runs alongside existing
infrastructure
Enable Fintechs
and Brands
How: Create a charter
sponsor ecosystem

Whichever route you choose, Nymbus
accelerates your ability to modernize and
optimize your existing channels or create
new ones to achieve new growth.
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How

Why

Forge New Routes to Market with
Embedded Finance and Payment Models

• Gain customer affinity
• Generate new revenue streams
• Build brand awareness
• Deliver focused financial products

Brands and Fintechs
Benefit from BaaS

Brands and Fintechs
Benefit from BaaS

The Nymbus Approach
• Scalable technology stack
• Compliance support
• Curate charter sponsor introduction
• Flexible support model
Brand/Fintech

Financial Institution

Marketplace

Customers
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Charter

Nymbus

Innovation

Fireside

Chat

Building For Growth:

How to Create Value for SMBs By
Transforming the Financial Experience

“We have to reimagine.
We have to think
differently. We have
to document our plan,
stick to it, adapt as
required, and look for
ways to be DARING,
DIFFERENT and SMART
to meet the client
WHERE, WHEN and
HOW they want to
be met.”
- Renee Newman, Nymbus Industry Advisory Board member
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Collaborating For Growth:
Placing SMB Needs At The
Center of Banking

“Understand the customer and the progress they’re trying to make,
and then signal value to that progress. Go talk to customers,
understand how they talk, and then translate that into value to them.”

- Derik Sutton, VP of Marketing, Autobooks
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Opportunities

in the Small and Medium Business Niche

ConstructiFi

Activate

Project-based

Financing for solar

checking for building

power installations,

contractors, featuring

with a portion of

payment management

the profits going to

and budget tracking.

support environmental
non-profits.

F

SeriesF

GigMoney

Digital banking tailored to

Financial management

franchisees, with resources

tools for freelance

for both financing and

workers, including

day-to-day operations.

receipt and invoice
sorting by project.
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Growth Opportunities As Limitless As Your Imagination

Explore our
portfolio of niche
financial brand

NOW
nymbus.com/labs
Phone: +1 (855) 210-7874
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